Paediatric Scales & Measuring Systems
Baby scales

Babies who feel safe and secure are easier to weigh.

Baby scales by seca make weighing fast and comfortable. With skin-friendly materials that immediately take on and radiate body warmth, shapes that make the baby feel safe and intelligent functions that shorten the weighing process, like the seca 360° wireless technology that lets you transmit weight measurements quickly and securely without cable connections to a PC or printer.

seca 727

Electronic baby scales with integrated RS232 interface

A special integrated damping system together with the auto-HOLD function for quick, precise weighing even if the baby is restless. The ergonomically shaped tray with high rounded sides makes it easy to weigh larger babies. The large, bright LED figures make it easy and convenient to read the result. Power supply is by power adapter or rechargeable batteries. An integrated RS232 interface guarantees the reliable transmission of data to a PC.

- Capacity: 20 kg / 44 lbs
- Graduation: 2 g < 10 kg > 5 g / 0.1 oz < 22 lbs > 0.2 oz
- Functions: TARE, auto-HOLD, weighing range switch-over, kg/lbs switch-over, automatic switch-off, RS232 interface
- Optional: interface cable seca 451
Baby scales with integrated measuring rod to weigh and measure in a single step? There is such a thing – from seca of course. Supplemented by the measuring rod seca 231, the electronic baby scales seca 728 become a complete weighing and measuring system that can be operated easily with just one hand. The other hand remains free to keep the baby still in the weighing tray.

seca 728
Electronic baby scales with fine graduation

Thanks to the especially fine two-gram graduation, this scale registers even the smallest change in weight. With the aid of the auto-HOLD function, the result is displayed even after the baby has been taken off the scale – a baby can therefore first be attended to before its weight is noted. Power supply is by power adapter or rechargeable batteries.

- Capacity: 20 kg / 44 lbs
- Graduation: 2 g < 10 kg > 5 g / 0.1 oz < 22 lbs > 0.2 oz
- Functions: TARE, auto-HOLD, weighing range switch-over, kg/lbs switch-over, automatic switch-off
- Optional: measuring rod seca 231, head and foot positioners seca 429

Accessories

seca 231
Measuring rod for baby scales seca 728

This measuring rod converts the baby scales seca 728 into a complete weighing and measuring system. You can measure and weigh the baby on the scales and thus save time. It is easy to mount on the scales with the perfectly fitting connections.

- Measuring range: 35–80 cm, 35–80 cm / 14–32"
- Graduation: 1 mm, 1 mm / 1/8"
secase 374

Wireless baby scales with extra large weighing tray

Ergonomic, convenient and time-saving. Those are the words you'll think of as soon as you see the secase 374. Its extra large tray lets you weigh a seated toddler of up to 20 kg, even if the child is fidgety. The adjustable damping function combined with the auto-HOLD function ensures fast and precise work. Not weight of a diappered baby? Choose TARE. The amount of milk breast-fed to a baby? Use the BMIF (Breast-Milk-Intake-Function). Weigh and measure in just one step? With the optional measuring rod secase 233. Transmit the weight measurement wirelessly to the secase 360° wireless network? Just press SEND. And you can do it wherever you like because the secase 374 is operated by batteries, so there's no need for electrical outlets.

- Capacity: 20 kg / 44 lbs
- Graduation: 5 g < 10 kg > 10 g / 0.2 oz < 22 lbs > 0.5 oz
- Functions: TARE, BMIF, auto-HOLD, auto-CLEAR, kg/lbs switch-over, damping, automatic switch-off, SEND/PRINT
- Optional: measuring rod secase 233, head and foot positioners secase 418, power adapter secase 447, switch-mode power adapter secase 400

System compatible with:
- 360° wireless printer advanced secase 466
- 360° wireless printer secase 465
- 360° wireless USB adapter secase 456
- software secase analytics 105 and secase err flash 101
seca 233
Measuring rod for baby scales seca 374

The measuring rod seca 233 with integrated head and foot positioner turns the seca 374 into a complete weighing and measuring system. A single time-saving step for weighing and measuring is made possible by the easy assembly and effortless read-out of results.

- Measuring range: 35 – 80 cm, 35 – 80 cm / 14 – 32”
- Graduation: 1 mm, 1 mm / 1/8”

seca 418
Head and foot positioners for seca 374

Easy and convenient: The head and foot positioners seca 418 can easily be attached to the baby scales seca 374. This accessory increases safety by securing baby at head and feet. Integrated handles also make it easier to transport the seca 374.
seca 334
Mobile electronic baby scales

The weighing tray has a more generous and comfortable design than many other models, but the easy-to-transport seca 334 weighs only 2.8 kg and requires surprisingly little space. With the large, clear LCD figures and the practical carrying handle – which can also be used to hang the scales – this battery-operated scale for babies and infants makes daily weighing very easy. The Breast-Milk-Intake-Function shows the exact amount of milk the baby has consumed.

- Capacity: 20 kg / 44 lbs
- Graduation: 5 g < 10 kg > 10 g / 0.2 oz < 22 lbs > 0.5 oz
- Functions: TARE, BMIF, auto-HOLD, kg/lbs switch-over, automatic switch-off
- Optional: measuring rod seca 232, head positioner seca 419, power adapter seca 447, switch-mode power adapter seca 400, carrying case seca 428

Accessories

seca 232
Measuring rod for baby scales 334

Just as easy to fit as it is to read: this baby measuring rod with integrated head and foot positioners makes the seca 334 even more efficient because now weighing and measuring can be done in one step.

- Measuring range: 35–80 cm, 35–80 cm / 14–32"
- Graduation: 1 mm, 1 mm / 1/8"
secata 354

Electronic baby scales with fine graduation, also usable as flat scales for children

Two scales in one: the secata 354 baby scales with a comfortable weighing tray and a fine graduation of 10 g. In no time at all, it can be converted into a floor scale for children with a capacity of 20 kg. The weighing tray and the base which serves as the floor scale are securely locked together, thus ensuring that the baby can be weighed absolutely safely. A further advantage of the scale is its Breast-Milk-Intake-Function which determines how much milk the baby has consumed. The robust but lightweight scale is easy to transport; self-explanatory buttons make it easy to operate.

- **Capacity**: 20 kg / 44 lbs
- **Graduation**: 10 g < 10 kg > 20 g / 0.5 oz < 22 lbs > 1 oz
- **Functions**: TARE, BMIF, auto-HOLD, kg/lbs switch-over, automatic switch-off
- **Optional**: measuring board secata 417, carrying case secata 414 (for combination with measuring board) and secata 413

Accessories

secata 413
Carrying case for baby scales secata 354

With this case, baby scales secata 354 can be transported comfortably and safely. The exact fit of the secata 413 provides optimum protection and the large opening facilitates the packing and unpacking of the scales. An adjustable shoulder strap makes transport easier and the water-repellent nylon surface keeps everything dry.
The reset-to-zero function guarantees reliable determination of net weight by simply deducting the extra weight of padding or diaper.

seca 725
Mechanical baby scales with sliding weights

This model combines classic design with high-quality precision mechanics. Determining an exact weight is child’s play, thanks to the smooth movement of precise sliders. The gently curved weighing tray keeps the baby safe during every step of the weighing process. The resetting function that puts the scale back to zero lets the user reliably determine net weight. Before the baby is weighed, the weight of soft padding in the tray or of the baby's diaper can be deducted from the gross weight with use of the reset-to-zero function. The impact-resistant and scratchproof finish makes it easy to care for the seca 725 and contributes to the scale's guaranteed long service life.

- Capacity: 16 kg, 32 lbs
- Graduation: 5 g, 1/4 oz
- Functions: reset-to-zero function
seca 310
Mechanical circular dial scales for use far from any hospital

Tough and reliable, the seca 310 has been designed especially for work in areas where there is no access to hospitals and baby clinics. Weighing just over one kilo, with shatter-proof glass dial, corrosion-resistant metal casing and internal parts and robust mechanics, it is ideal for use anywhere in the world. The seca 310 has a fine graduation of either 50 g with a capacity of up to 25 kg. The suspension hooks are made of galvanized steel and are extremely durable and safe. One sling seat seca 410 is included in the basic equipment delivered with the circular dial scales seca 310.

- Capacity: 25 kg / 55 lbs
- Graduation: 50 g / 2 oz
- Functions: reset-to-zero function
- Optional: set of 5 pieces sling seat seca 410, carrying case seca 411

Accessories

seca 410
Set of 5 pieces sling seat for the circular dial scales seca 310

The ergonomically shaped sling is especially designed for weighing babies with the circular dial scales seca 310. The sling positions babies and toddlers comfortably and safely for weighing. The integrated padding can be adjusted individually to the size of the child. Made of durable nylon material, the sling seat is stable, hygienic and easy to clean. One seca 410 is delivered with the circular dial scales seca 310. Additional sling seats are optionally available in a set of 5 pieces.

Accessories

seca 411
Carrying case for seca 310

The handy carrying case seca 411 with strap provides sufficient room and protection for the circular dial scales seca 310.
Pediatric measuring systems
Adaptable devices are preferred.

Clinics, medical practices and health care facilities have varied conditions and requirements. seca responds with a wide range of products for pediatrics – from the infantometer to measuring mat and from measuring rods to the head circumference measuring tape. seca has the right solution for every application, whether the devices are for in-patient or mobile use, in large or small spaces, for everyday or infrequent use. They all share the renowned seca quality which always lives up to the most demanding medical requirements.
seca 416
Infantometer for measuring babies and toddlers in hospital

The sturdy construction and stability of the infantometer makes it quick and easy to measure babies and toddlers up to two years old. The board is generously designed and the raised and softly rounded sides guide the baby easily and safely into the right position. Permanently mounted with rollers on two guide rails, the footpiece slides smoothly along the scale. Because the footpiece is lockable, the baby can be removed and the result noted later. All parts are tough and durable.

- Measuring range: 33–100 cm, 33–100 cm / 13–39"
- Graduation: 1 mm, 1 mm / 1/16"

An infantometer with a lock-in-place footpiece? There is such a thing – from seca of course. The footpiece on the infantometer seca 416 smoothly slides into position, but cannot be displaced by baby’s stomping feet. With the footpiece firmly in place, you can simply measure and read the results. No more readjustments made necessary by a thrashing baby.
secas 417

Light, space saving and stable measuring board also ideal for mobile use

The secas 417’s fold-up mechanism and low weight make it compact and easy to transport. For all that, the removable foot stop is securely guided along rails. The measuring board is simple to use and, thanks to its smooth surface, easy to clean. Durability and a long service life are guaranteed by high-quality materials.

- Measuring range: 10–100 cm, 10–100 cm / 4–39”
- Graduation: 1 mm, 1 mm / 1/16”
- Optional: baby scales seca 354, carrying case seca 414 (for combination with baby scales) and seca 412

Accessories

secas 412
Carrier bag for measuring board seca 417

Thanks to its folding mechanism, the mobile measuring board can be stored away compactly and easily transported in this tailor-made carrier bag. The robust finish and the durable, water-repellent surface make the bag an indispensable accessory for measuring board seca 417.
seca 210
Mobile measuring mat for babies and toddlers

Kind to the skin, washable, foldable with fitting for storing on wall: the lightweight, space-saving solution for easy, precise measurement of the length of babies and toddlers while lying down. The fixed head piece and the sliding foot positioner make it simple to use.

- Measuring range: 10–99 cm, 10–99 cm / 4–39"
- Graduation: 5 mm, 5 mm / 1/4"

Although rugged, the surface is easy to care for and can be cleaned with all commercially available disinfectants.
New seca 252

Mobile weighing and measuring system for babies and toddlers

Babies and toddlers have to be weighed and measured regularly to monitor the status and development of their health. Especially when the examinations take place at different locations. Safely stored in the roomy carrying case, the baby and toddler scale with a capacity of up to 20 kg and the infantometer for measurements up to 1 meter can be set up in just a few steps.

Baby scales

Regular and reliable checks of body weight are essential for a healthy start to life. This baby scale is a true multitalent because it can weigh both, babies and toddlers.

- Capacity: 20 kg / 44 lbs
- Graduation: 10 g < 10 kg > 20 g / 0.5 oz < 22 lbs > 1 oz
- Functions: TARE, BMIF, auto-HOLD, kg/lbs switch-over, automatic switch-off

Infantometer

The lightweight infantometer with flat dimensions and stable fold-out mechanism can be stored in a small space and quickly assembled when needed. The infantometer has smooth and easy-to-clean surfaces and a long service life.

- Measurement range: 10 – 100 cm, 10 – 100 cm / 4 – 39"
- Graduation: 2 mm, 1 mm / 1/16"

Carrying case

The weighing and measuring system can be conveniently stored and safely transported in this case made of water-repellent nylon.
seca 207
Baby measuring rod with large calipers

For precise measuring when baby is lying down. The measuring rod can be firmly screwed to the changing table (wall mounting also possible) or used as a mobile rod. Large head and foot positioners make it easy to determine the length and the calipers fold for ease of storage. Made of aluminum for durability.

- Measuring range: 0–99 cm, 0–99 cm / 0–39"
- Graduation: 1 mm, 1 mm / 1/8"